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At proposal stage the PI makes some choices and requests needed to reach his purposes.

The PI splits the project in 

Science Goals Minimum proposed observational unit including targets 

                          in the same sky region that roughly share the same calibration 

aimed at reaching a requested sensitivity 

in a given angular (resolution and LAS) and spectral setup 

e.g. Different bands on the same target are in different SG

Different configurations of the array to reach a certain angular scale coverage

are in the same SG (ACA+main array)

Each SG is converted into a 

Scheduling Block Minimum observational unit including targets in the same sky region and their 

calibrators to be observed with the same instrumental setup. 

They are the minimum set of instructions to perform an observation.

To allow flexibility of scheduling they last ~30min

Different configurations cannot stay in the same SB.

It is possible that an SB has to be repeated to reach the requested sensitivity. 

Then at observative stage we define

Execution Block Each repetition of the observation of a SB. 

This is the minimum observative unit and the minimum data reduction unit 

(as they include all the calibrators for an observative session), 

but might not be enough to reach the PI requests.

It is the minimum archive unit!!!

Definitions: SG, SB and EB



Data structure

Science goal:
Sources in the same sky region 
that share the same calibration,
spectral setup and PI requests

OUS= Observing Unit Set
Smallest unit for data processing

A Group can contain several 
configurations to be combined in 
data processing (e.g. several arrays), 
each of them is a Member.
Now for ALMA there is 1 Group/SG
 
A Member can contain multiple 
executions of Scheduling Blocks. 
It is the minimum scheduling entity.
Pipeline operates at this level

The Scheduling Block is the smallest 
entity used for observing

Each repetition of a SB
is  an Execution Block

Sensitivity goals are 
defined on SG basis



 

Data Quality Assessment

The goal of ALMA Quality Assurance (QA) is to deliver to the PI a reliable final data 
product that has reached the desired control parameters outlined in the SG , 
that is calibrated to the desired accuracy and free of calibration or imaging artifacts 
i.e. ALMA performs science-goal-oriented service data analysis

ALMA QA happens on 4 levels:
QA0: near-real time verification of weather and hardware issues carried out

on each execution block immediately after the observation.

QA1: verification of longer-term observatory health issues like absolute pointing and 
flux calibration.

QA2: offline calibration and imaging (using CASA) of a completely observed MOUS.
- Performed by expert analysts with the help of a semi-automatic procedures, 

based on common practice. 
- Calibration can be “Manual” or based on the “Pipeline”
- Imaging so far is always manual (partially depends upon the analyst “taste”)
- It is limited to verify the achievement of the PI requests for each MOUS
 (do not even consider other data possibilities)
- Results are archived and given to the PI.

QA3: (optional) PIs may request rereduction, problem fixes, possibly reobservation



  

Project travels & archive mirrors



  

Data format

 ALMA Science Data Model (ASDM) Final archived product from each observation
Each has an unique hexadecimal name 
(eg uid://A002/X2fed6/X3f). 
Each contains the meta-data (headers, 
descriptions of the observation setup, etc), 
and the binary data (the raw data)

The first step of any data processing is importing the ASDM in the format suitable for the 
software used

Measurement Set (MS)
Data format used in CASA
Constituted by several tables
referring each other and collecting

              most (not all!) the information in the ASDM



 

What is in the archive?
For each project the main deliverables are 

Raw Data, Calibration Scripts and Tables

Users need to run the proper version of CASA to generate the Calibrated Data.
The resulting calibrated data is considered science-ready.

As a consequence of the process only data that passed QA2 (at least in part)
are in the archive

Some Imaging Products are delivered too, as result of QA2 processing
(in Early Science provided on a best effort basis, not necessarily science-ready)
a) for Line Observations:
- continuum-subtracted (where needed) image cubes at the requested resolution
- a continuum image for all line-free channels (where possible)

b) for Continuum Observations:
- a continuum image combining all SPWs

Images in the archive are provided as starting point on the way to obtain the final 
images and a valuable basis for archive researchers 
(i.e. they are not considered science-ready!!!)



 

What is in the archive?

Images in the archive might cover 
only a fraction of the  spectrum
available

Imaged data for QA2

Spectrum observed 
(and available in the raw data)

Different data and PI requests
on different sources 
generate different products
In the archived images
but raw data contain the full 
spectral windows



 

Differences among the cycles

Early science cycles might differ in 
product formats, pipeline  availability, CASA version to run calibration scripts.

Cycle 0 caveats:
 - Packaged differently from other cycles (check “Delivery lists” contents to 

download only images)
- Archive download does not refer to data tree structure
- Calibrated with CASA 3.2-3.4 (updates since then)
- No pipeline available
- Many Knowledgebase articles available to deal with them
→ Rule of Thumb: download them and reduce them from scratch, 

if possible with a new CASA version. 
Rely on experts for it

Cycle 1 onwards: 
- Allow download of “ligth” (<1GB) products (QA2 images and READme) 

and/or “heavy” (>10GB) raw data
- Check in the downloaded README files and script the CASA version used
→ Rule of Thumb: download the product first, 

check that they are what you need and their quality, 
then download the raw data.
Reproduce the products running the scripts. 
Change the images modifying the imaging scripts. 
Rely on experts for changes in the calibration



  



  



  



  



  



  



10 GB or more?????

“OPS... 
This could be a problem 
for my laptop”

 

Don't struggle on it!!!
You can ask an account on our ARC cluster to deal with ALMA data!

Just sent an email to help-desk@alma.inaf.it indicating the reason of your request
And visit our webpage http://www.alma.inaf.it/index.php/The_ARC_cluster



The ALMA archive: download manager

4) Choose the download method



http://telbib.eso.org/

The ESO telbib



The ESO telbib

Direct link to the ALMA Archive



ASTROquery.alma
(https://astroquery.readthedocs.org/en/latest/alma/alma.html)

- Python library for archival query 
(not developed by ALMA)

- Allows batch searches (i.e. lists of sources)
and full download

- Allows the same criteria as the archive
- Allows scripting for downloads 

(if anyone needs we can distribute examples)

- However, it is computer sensitive 
(download may not work...)



 

When untarred, the Product Package standard directory structure contains

|-- project_id/
| |-- sg_ouss_id/
| | |-- group_ouss_id/
| | | |-- member_ouss_id/
| | | | |-- README ...................... important summary of the contents
| | | | |-- product/ ........................all the imaging products as result of QA2
| | | | |-- calibration/ ....................calibration and flagging tables
| | | | |-- qa/ ................................diagnostic plots generated during QA2
| | | | |-- script/ ........................... the scripts necessary to regenerate the products
| | | | |-- log/ ...............................CASA log files from QA2 calibration and imaging

| | | | |-- raw/ ..............................for calibration move it in the products folder at the 
right level  (follow the README)

What is in the packages?

    Untarred 
     ASDM 
  (Raw data)    

    Untarred 
    products    

Untarred 
products
only

Untarred 
ASDM
(raw data)



  

outside CASA

in CASA



 

What is in the packages?

|-- project_id/
| |-- sg_ouss_id/
| | |-- group_ouss_id/
| | | |-- member_ouss_id/
| | | | |-- README ...................... important summary of the contents
| | | | |-- product/ ........................all the imaging products as result of QA2
| | | | |-- calibration/ ....................calibration and flagging tables
| | | | |-- qa/ ................................diagnostic plots generated during QA2
| | | | |-- script/ ........................... the scripts necessary to regenerate the products
| | | | |-- log/ ...............................CASA log files from QA2 calibration and imaging

| | | | |-- raw/ ..............................moved in the main folder from raw data download

| | | | |-- calibrated/ ....................calibrated ms, flagging and calibration tables

After running the ScriptForPI.py 

Down
loaded
data

New 
folder
produced 
by script



 

● This is the CURRENT version of the archive

● Philosophy will remain the same, access interfaces and 
information available might change in the future

● There are differences between cycles

● There are differences between pipeline and manual data 
reduction, calibration and imaging

● Images are not science-ready!!!

Caveats
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(Can be found in the SP, on the ‘ALMA-Data’ page or in the Archive)

In publications with ALMA data!


